Variety is the Speed of Life
Variety. It’s the best thing about land
speed racing and makes it the best place in
motorsports to see brilliant and baffling
speed machines. Of course all this
emanates from the people, those crafty
souls with a speed disease that sometimes
ravages their good sense when chasing the
elusive time slip, that scrap of paper that
lays claim to a hard-won achievement.
This velocity quest gives rise to all
manner of fascinating adventures undertaken by ordinary folks with a penchant for
doing the extraordinary. For the most part,
they are a simple lot, folks who have
retained their sense of wonder, the emotional expression we revel in as youngsters
but often leave behind as we “grow-up.” It’s
that “gee-whiz” feeling we got when we
saw our first (fill in the blank) – the enormity of the vision set us back on our heels
to pause and ponder, yet we were giddy
with delight that we were there. Nothing
more. No other expectations, no demands.
That great joy of simply being present in
the moment, of
being included, call
‘em magic moments.
If
you
get
enough of those
moments when you
are young, a thing
called inspiration
wells up inside until
one day you start to
dream your own
dreams. If those
dreams are strong
enough to endure
the passage of time
and distractions of
daily life they begin
to form courageous
thoughts.
These
thoughts buzz about as we collect information and develop skills until finally we take
that big step and bust out - ready to challenge reality with our ideas.
For land speed racers, it’s “how to
build a race car” (or bike). The smart ones
first decide the fastest speed they hope to
go. They then build driver protection far
in excess of that speed before they set up
suspension and brakes. Once done, they
start buying parts to build the engine.
Well, that’s how it goes sometimes.
Other times it’s a great big happenstance
windfall. Take, for instance, the day I visited with land speed racer and designer
Lynn Yakel at his home outside Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Over lunch I learned what an
integral part he played in the development
of several well-known land speed vehicles.
Yakel told me how the Larsen & Cummins
streamliner literally rose from the garage
slab one evening. A California hot rodder,

Yakel knew Fred Larsen and Don
Cummins back in the days when they campaigned a Model A modified roadster at
Bonneville in the early 60’s.
“I stopped by Fred’s shop one day on
the way home from work,” recalled Yakel
of a completely unplanned visit, “and the
guys had already laid out some chalk lines
on the floor that was supposed to be a new
streamliner. I took one look and told Fred
he was going about it all wrong.” Fred
snapped, “What the hell do you think you
know?” I came back with “I went to school
to learn this stuff buddy.” The actual language was much spicier, but kids read this
publication so use your imagination.
In the end Larsen asked Yakel to make
some drawings which became the fabulous
blue streamliner that captured twelve
National and International records in different classes set by Frank Lockhart in the
late 1920’s. First run in 1966, Larsen drove
the car to its last record in 2000. This and
his 3.0-litre class record of 307.977 miles

ing what you can discover over a piece of
cheesecake?
Not everyone designs racecars. Some
are crafty parts makers, fabrication
gnomes, or find a service nirvana realm.
Most land speed racers are a combination
of all this and more. They have to be, most
can’t afford not to be. Without question
land speed racers are the fastest segment of
motorsports on the planet yet do so on a
pitifully lean budget.
Sooner, or later, everyone shows up
on the salt to see if they can wring anything special out of the great white dyno.
Everyone. That includes the high and
mighty Formula-One boys. Most go home
humbled. All go home awed. I recall a
smarty pants engineer who had been a
ThrustSSC crewmember and later showed
up at Speedweek with an MG debacle (the
car never turned a wheel on the salt) this
bloke’s nose was sniffing high in the air.
One trip through the pits and he couldn’t
stop apologizing about what a horse’s

Cryogenics in Littlerock, CA offering
cold-treatment servicing of metals and
plastic.
Cryogenics has long been used to
treat metals, but it was a difficult procedure, rather expensive, and not easy to
find. Manghelli explains, “The process
slowly takes the material down to -300
degrees Fahrenheit, holds it at that temperature then slowly heats it back to +300
degrees Fahrenheit. It has a three fold
effect on the material: it reduces stress,
completes the heat treat process by transforming the remaining austenite to
martensite, and tightens grain structure
creating a denser microstructure.”
Translation: Not a coating, this dry,
one-time process makes components last
longer and perform better. Did I mention
Manghelli is a former aerospace engineer?
That explains why his brain knows how to
tinker around at the atomic level, but what
it means to the racer is that engine components possess increased wear resistance,

per hour from 1992 still stand.
Not long after that, Don Vesco asked
Yakel to work some styling magic for him
on a motorcycle streamliner – another
record-setter. After that, Denis Manning
wanted Yakel’s pen to shape a bike for him
too. Yakel obliged, but then Manning made
a mold of Yakel’s work and popped off a
few copies – one of which became Al
Teague’s fabulously famous “Spirit of 76”
that still holds a 409MPH land speed
record.
Yakel
later
founded
Lyco
Engineering, which specializes in classic
Mercedes Benz parts, especially 300SL
Gullwings, which he still operates today.
He was married to the late Dr. Roberta
Nichols who established Ford Motor
Company’s Alternative Fuels program
before retiring. With Lynn’s help and support, Roberta managed to get some seat
time in a roadster on the salt. Isn’t it amaz-

backside he had been for thinking land
speed racers were a bunch of country
bumpkin hot rodders.
Still others take disappointment and
transform it into something everyone benefits from. After repeated transmission failures, Rick Yacoucci and Mike Manghelli
began searching for increased gear
strength and reliability. “I was shearing the
teeth right off of the gears,” lamented Rick,
“Then we discovered cryogenic metal processing as a way to toughen up the parts to
withstand 600HP at the transmission output shaft.” Together they founded NW

but the real advantage is in relief of residual stresses (the results of manufacturing
processes). Valve springs and crankshafts
will last longer. Brake rotors wear less and
do not warp. Transmission gears and axles
will resist breaking.
The pair say that blades, cutters, drill
bits and knives will stay sharper up to
400% longer and require less material
removal when re-sharpened. Yacoucci
quipped that golf clubs will hit farther,
rifles will shoot straighter and musical
instruments will sound better.
All this comes to us direct from outer
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space. Quoting from NW Cryogenics
website: “NASA engineers analyzed spacecraft that had returned from the cold vacuum of space and discovered that many of
the metal parts came back stronger than
they were before spending time in space.
Today, cryogenics is an essential part of
NASA’s space strategy.”
For instance, in small block Chevys
where valve springs usually last only six
passes down the long black line, with this
super cold/super hot process, the useful life
is doubled. Considering the treatment is a
mere $40, or $2.50 per valve spring and a
full set of 16 will set you back $150, not
counting the labor gaskets, oil and other
items, it seems a very practical thing to do.
“For the budget racer who uses mainly production parts, this treatment can
extend the RPM or horsepower potential

depending on what part of the drivetrain
you are talking about,” explained 300MPH
driver and co-owner Yacoucci. He tests the
efficiencies and benefits of cryogenics on a
regular basis at Bonneville, so the next
time you see the bright red one-liter
Costella/Yacoucci world record holding
320mph powered streamliner, go over and
quiz ‘em on this stuff.
“A road racer disassembled his Quad
4,” concluded Manghelli, “We then treated
the entire engine cryogenically and he
reassembled it using only new gaskets and
fluids, but when he dyno’d the engine he
found he had 18 more HP.” That’s a happy
customer.
Check
them
out
at:
www.nwcryo.com
Over in the “thing of wonder” department is Linda and Art F. Dick Jr.’s Diesel
Pick-up Truck. Art, who will also drive the

behemoth, brought it to the salt last year
while still under construction. Outside, it’s
a 1999 Ford F-250 Extended Cab. Until
you lift the body. Inside rests a Detroit
Diesel Silver 12V92TTI – a direct injected
12-cylinder, twin-turbo that needs 13 gallons of oil to stay happy. It’s eye-popping
impressive and looks like its going
100MPH standing still. The transmission
is a RT14610 10-speed manual with 10th
gear direct.
Art, a life member of the 200MPH
Club, did all the custom machining, fabrication, and design at A.F. Dick
Manufacturing in Knappa, Oregon. He
was quick to point out that this project is
possible only with help and support from
family and friends – especially with his
trusty companion three-year old grandson
Dusty. John Dean works on the engine,

leaving Art to sort out everything else and
wife Linda writes the checks.
Art would always tease his pal, the late
Carl Heap of Phoenix (285MPH) fame, “I
don’t care how fast I go as long as it’s faster
than you!” Carl, a jolly soul who was battling terminal cancer, would reply grinning
and laughing, “You better hurry up, cuz its
no fun beating a dead man,” Art, me, and
most everyone in land speed racing misses
the man and his great big green machine.
With nine years experience racing and
building diesel racers, Art is the current
Bonneville record holder in the AA/DT
class at 205MPH, set while driving his
1985 Ford Diesel. By the time you read
this, the truck with its Boeing 737 tires on
the back and Airbus Commuter Jet tires on
the front, will have run out on the salt and
I wish him well.
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